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PREFACE.

Among the many admirable characteristics of ideal manhood good

morals occupy a unique place of importance. It justly follows that

the moral sayings of worthy men are held in great esteem from genera-

tion to generation. Such sayings are, as a rule, the cream of sound

philosophical conclusions conveying much wisdom in a few words. The

contents of this volume are, as the name implies, a collection of Chinese

moral maxims. They are drawn from various sources and are adapted

to the needs of daily life.

These maxims were specially translated for the " Oriental Republican

Messenger "—a bimonthly magazine edited for the benefit of English-

speaking Chinese who desire to improve their knowledge of English and

to succeed in life—and have been reprinted in booklet form so as to afford

u wider circle of readers an opportunity of reading them.

The translator desires to acknowledge the assistance he has received

from the translation of these maxims made by Mr. H. Dawson-Grone,

Commissioner of Customs at Kirin.

If the perusal of this small collection of Chinese moral maxim*

should prove helpful in any way to even a single reader the translator

will regard himself as amply rewarded for the labour he has expended.

P. M. JEFFERSON (Hf jpg /£).

office of The Oriental Republican Messenger.

35 m & m - n n
Wei-Hai-Wei, North China,

Christmas, 1914.
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ft Collection of Chinese Moral Maxims.

I-® ft » *, m m m m.
Do good without inquiring what will be the future result.

To benefit others is to benefit yourself.

3-# II A X, ^ ffii % 2.
" The man who knows how to make and retain friends

always maintains his respect for them, however long the

acquaintance may be."

4-A i£ fe, S I ^ ft.

Narrow ideas are the distinguishing mark of a poor man
just as long hair is that of a lean horse.

5-a * n & ir m m
The heart of man. is like iron ; the force of the law is like

a furnace that melts it.

Reproof is beneficial to the reprover and the reproved:

slander is injurious to the slanderer and the slandered.

* See Legge's Translation of the Lnn Yu, page 43.
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i~t z m, & *r &
A family that treasures goodness will have an abundance

of good fortune.

A family that stores up wickedness will have an abundance

of misfortune.

Do not quarrel over trifles : and let not the setting sun go

down on vour wrath.

10-* z x #» * z m $h
Wealth wrongly acquired easily disappears.

11-A -f- * gf, 7K ¥ * &
A calm man is silent just as calm water is still.

58: @ ffi.
x^ 'to 3e j£t» ^\

When honoured, think of disgrace : when secure, think of

danger.

13~^ M H M\ $fc II JS.

However good lamb may be, it cannot be made to suit

every palate.
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14-* 8HI.8H m.
Tbink thrice before you act and so avoid future re-

pentance.

is-* ? a m, m s m m.
When the heir apparent goes to school, he ranks as an

ordinary person.

i6-t s - &, M m ft IK.

The most exalted officials must yield implicit obedience to

the law.

n-/l *• f£ «* ft ia a
Be genuine in all things and you will lay up a rich store

of happiness.

18-H V) 5 j& ft ft * 5fc.

To receive a reward that has not been merited should

make one uneasy when eating or sleeping.

19-W ft PS ft» fl * * A.
Great wealth is attended by strong words : great power,

by oppression.

20--g =£ m fu ft >I>.

Excess in words produces errors: excess in food injures

the mind.
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2L-S 5 & Vfc % ^ ® ^ ftl.

Drink little wine, but seek after much knowledge.

22-ffi % a* n a ii 2.
Quarrels and litigation of every kind are useless.

->3-si T II A, & If m *.
He who humbles himself to others must have some favour

to seek.

24-$r ]fn iff ^ * % T KI.

"One should (like Kung Wen) be diligent and studious,

and not ashamed to ask for information from others inferior to

himself." *

25-g & n m< #.&&&
Wherever you reside select your neighbours : associate

only with good friends.

ae-je x -* #, m x m t.
He who conforms to the will of Heaven will survive, but

he who opposes it will perish.

27-A £ It 5E> M, & & C
A man wiH die for riches just as a bird will die for food.

* See Leggc's Translation of the Lun Yii. page <>(j.
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If you get from a man an ox, return to bim a horse.

29-^ * ft #, jk a ft at
An honest man will always prosper : a crafty man will

never succeed.

so-H A IrI fif , & ^ a es.

" When I walk with two men, at least one of them can

teach me something/' *

3i-A f§ $ &> £* * ffi 3E.

"A man who takes no thought about what is distant will

find sorrow near at band." §

8S-* (>^«,Sag 93.

To the mind that is not clouded all things will be clear.

33-pj # % & Ht x « a.
Benefactions made in the light of day will be repaid in

unknown ways.

34-A IS) % m>3iffl% 9.
Words uttered in secret among men are as audible as the

roar of thunder to Heaven.

* See Legge's Translation of the Luu Yii, page 42.

S ,. „ ,. „ 162.
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Wicked deeds done in secret are as visible as a flash of

lightning to the eyes of God.

36-e « m si m m % %.
The evil machinations of the heart are known to God

before they are revealed.

37-A m m m, m m m ».
A man remote from his native village is held cheap: goods

remote from their native village become dear.

38-& a pt s, ft mm &.
Murder may be pardonable, but inhumanity cannot be

forgiven.

39-A '& bi ir, % m "T m.
Neither the control of human passions nor the observance

of eternal principles should be regarded as impossiblities.

40->fr ® a ft f; III,
Let faithfulness and sympathy guide your heart, and

sincerity and honesty your mind.

4i-# 1 1 d?, ^l * § H.
Familiarity with those who are young but wicked will

ultimately bring trouble.
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Deference to men of age and experience will bring support

in time of need.

-£?

Forget any kindness you have done but remember any

favour you have received.

44-2/ hi^siiii.
Do not build a grand house nor scheme to obtain rich

fields.

45-ia m m &, m m s m.
Though ancestors may be remote sacrifices should be

offered to them in a spirit of sincerity.

46-? $ si a, m m a m.
Though your sons and grandsons may be stupid, they

should be educated.

47-gij m j& m, m m x ?.
The fortune of a family made by oppression will naturally

not be long enjoyed.

48-s ± ft & lit, a n & k m.
Gold in the world is abundant but grey-haired old friend?

are few.
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49-£ &#S*»£Ui1il« =£„

Great wealth is not valuable ; but peace and happiness are

worth much money.

Do not give vent to anger for it will make the young

prematurely grey.

The years roll on imperceptibly and all things quickly pass

away.

The ox at the plough has no fodder left while the rat in

the barn has more than enough grain to eat.

53-g f*ai,»taat
All things are pre-ordained: in vain do mortals flurry

themselves in this fleeting life.

Make friends of those who are virtuous: have no inter-

course with friends who have no sense of duty.

55-« ti a e His m HP

Always remember to keep your thoughts under control

and respectfully observe the law.
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" A wise and good man is composed and happy : a fool is

always worried and full of distress." *

Oi -JL & fe» A ffi it i§i ffi.

When a man exercises his powers of observation he can

distinguish between right and wrong just as when he sees a

face he can tell whether its owner is good or bad.

58->i> m M * ¥* flft m M * ML
Just as high land (becomes arid and useless) owing to the

water running off it so he who is too high and mighty can

accomplish nothing.

59-7K 31 ftillASB M.
As the current is slow when the water is deep so a man

of distinction is slow to speak.

60-M M fl /£ ffc A*»ft.
A man possessed of the highest truth can tame dragons

and tigers: a man of great virtue will be respected by demons

and spirits.

ei-A m m 4 #, m m w. aj m.
A man highly gifted can discuss the present and past : an

article highly valuable sells for a very high price.

* Sec Legge'a Translation of the Lam Yii, page 7.
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62-tt <*#«$, BSE* B# * #.
Do not depend on your present good fortune but take

precautions against the time when it may desert you.

63-/§ i m m £> mm mm je.

The creeper lives by winding itself around the tree : when

the tree falls, the creeper dies.

An official whose service is at an end is like a faded

flower: a man whose power has gone will be insulted even by

his own underlings.

66-fr ®A»i,nsii;A.
When his luck is good, a man can control the devil: when

his luck has gone, the devil can control him.

ea-fi # - $ ife, M m * £ A.
If you can get but a footing, wby not play the man?

67- a «f B»,n?eii.
Human prosperity will not endure for ever just as flowers

will not bloom for aye.

68-a $ + # ft, m % x Be i§

.

When a man practises honesty for ten years, spirits and

demons dare not approach him.
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e»-S # M m IK, & ± * ft A.
If there is any food over in the kitchen, there are hungry

men on the road (who will he glad to eat it).

7<Hfc A*Jtft»»«4§1E S.
Forgiveness is not folly, for subsequently it will prove

advantageous.

n-M * # ft <7v& 16 £ 3t *.
A narrow-minded person is not a gentleman: a person of

high character is a true man.

72-& i » s j, a x i a >t\

Distance reveals the strength of a horse; time, the charac-

ter of a man.

73-ft # m -? & £ * I? & Hf

.

Always maintain the ideals of a gentleman: there is sure

to be a happy time in store for you.

74-n m * m n> a n m % *.
Just as there is no place to which the wild goose cannot

wing its flight so there are no lengths to which a man who is

attracted by gain and fame will not go.

75-W ft ft ft JEU IE ft— ft ft.
If you have money spend it: when you are dead it will be

useless.
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76-© t^I^8lT«t^.
If you are benevolent, you cannot be rich ; if you are rich,

you cannot be benevolent.

pay.

«-# -^ m n & /h a * t§ m.
"A gentleman regards what is right; a cad, what will

"(i)

78-® mmtBm,'S\fnMm 3,
"To be poor without murmuring is difficult: to he rich

without being proud is easy." (2/

79-1 m £ & iiin 3s 9tt % & A.
All depends on chance and nothing on man.

80-s $ m. $. ®> n & & & §o
Honour your father and mother at home ; of what avail is

it to burn incense afar '?

81-ag ^ a: -m fl> ^ * 1 *p Wo
A family that lives in harmony though poor is happy:

to the unrighteous riches are of no avail.

82-if %t m #...Hi* W # M B*.

Clear the gutters while the weather is fine and dry as

you must provide against the season of heavy rains.

(1) See Legge's Translation of the Lun Yu, page 34.

(2) „ „ „ „ „ 143.
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83-* P14t-fv6Ill}ftl.
From a humble home may be produced noble sons and

from a poor cottage may spring the highest dignitaries.

84- m * * « m,% ja t @ §s.

As prime ministers and generals do not spring from any

special class, all young men should exert themselves.

85-$ A * @ ffi, S IE ^ /& A.
To become a real man, you cannot live at ease; if you

live at ease, you cannot become a real man.

86-h IE % & fu t m & @ 3?.

A well-ordered government will be favoured by Heaven :

an upright official will bring peace to the people.

17" I*i^^*i >b

A good wife will save ber husband much trouble : a filial

son will relieve his father's mind from anxiety.

ss-a %mm mv m m it .# m.
He upon whom fortune does not smile is sure to complain

that the world is hard.

89-# m fg ^ ^pp \ mv ik^; pa

If you have money your words will be readily understood

;

but if you have none, they will not receive even a hearing.
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90-A &*•#&,*«? ft ft
Though the life of man does not last for one hundred

years, be has the worries of a thousand.

91-* RS*#»«Ji**A,
He who talks evil of others is himself an evil-doer.

92-« mmmm.mm^ m HiL

He who does good is rewarded with good : he who does

evil is rewarded with evil.

98-fR *#*«Uiia&^8.
Ketribution is bound to come sooner or later; misfortune

and happiness unerringly come to those who deserve them.

94-:& #si8 a , a « ft 4- ^.
The flowers will blossom again; but youth is not perennial.

95-A M S gt 'lis J* * ft A .11,

Man has no intention of harming the tiger ; but the tiger

is bent on injuring man.

96-± ui * jft a, n n-&A».
It is easy to ascend a hill and catch a tiger; but it

is difficult to ask a favour.

97-jft E * tt 5E, ta 5E X Jfc E.
A loyal servant of his country does not fear death ; he who

fears death is not a loyal servant of his country.
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JM 4? ± - « So
How many events have passed and gone and are now but

an empty dream.

99-gE # T* *<*:* «
When under low eaves, how can one presume not to bend

one's head ?

100—^k ft' 4:11 £k hP 31 8! Si £ B*

The poverty of a family is a test of the filial piety of a son

just as the disorder of a country reveals the loyalty of a

public servant.

101- m * «k m * * a m.
Bad fortune may render a wise man helpless whilst good

fortune may make a weakling strong.

ioa-i& Iff & & ff , S # i| SI *.
If both your luck and your heart are good, riches and

honours will be yours till old age.

ios-fr tJ ifr * Iff. # it 3*c iff 7.
If your luck is good but your heart is bad, your life will be

cut short prematurely in the middle of your career.

104—^ ^*m * is\ m * it a *.
If both your luck and your heart are bad, poverty and

misery will attend you till old age.
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A man may be old in years but still young in heart : a

man may be in low water without his ambition being lowered.

io8- a *^«5E, r * it * a.
" From of old death has been the lot of all men : but

without the confidence of the people in their rulers, there can

be no government." ^

io7-# s»»Aj^«ia
If you do good to others, evil will not come to you.

Having read the works of Confucius and Mencius, you

will understand the " Eitual of the Duke of Chou."

109 m^mMM^nA^M^m.
" A good and wise man is serious and without blame. In

his conduct towards others he behaves with earnestness and

with judgment and good sense." (2)

"o-#;glWI«MJJ?£Ifc#f#&.
In the service of your prince, if you keep constantly

pointing out his errors, it will lead you to disgrace ; if you act

in the same way to your friends, it will estrange them." (3)

(1) See Legge's Translation of the Lun Yii, page 118.

(2) „ ,. „ ,. .- H7.
(3) ,. „ „ „ „ 36.
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Though man is powerless to requite the favours of Heaven,

Heaven is always heedful of the needs of man.

112—J§*fiSt$£wft£*. i.
Just as one horse does not carry two saddles, so a loyal

statesman will not serve two masters.

"3 $LM1iJ}Zn^<tM®Z¥.
Be always mindful of your hardworking servants but

have no thought of your good-for-nothing sons.

The good and bad fortune of men is as sudden and fitful

as the changes of the weather.

A wise man whilst in authority lays up happiness for his

future : a mean man relies upon his power to oppress ethers.

i is-xBases*.»j»#*sa
Ceremonial and music are of first importance to man just

as the tree has branches and leaves to complete its appearance.

The horse showed its faithfulness by lowering its bridle

(into a well to thus enable its master to save himself) : the

dog showed its kindness by wetting (the grass to prevent fire

from reaching the spot where its master lay).
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ii8-3l*Sr£:££ui$j|5aU&?#.
When fortune departs, gold loses its glitter; but when it

arrives, even iron dazzles.

Do nothing which you fear may become known; study

hard if you wish to command respect.

120- m\u*mumM>bm.j8.m±.
The highest mountain does not reject grains of sand :

every mickle makes a muckle.

"Who is free from trouble and care ? When the wind

blows, even the waves that were calm are crested with foam.

If you are poor, no one will inquire about you though you

may be living in a thronged market : if you are rich, your

distant relations will come to you though you may be living

on a remote mountain.

In forming friendship care should be exercised at the first

meeting. This will save discontent and regret when you

become old.
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124-6wb.w&%mjf&mim
Riding on a white horse with red trappings bright and

new, you will have relationship thrust upon you by those who

are not related to you.

i2o- -mM,mc&mM%mm>mA.
But when one morning the horse is dead and your gold is

all gone, your relations will be to you just the same as the

man in the street.

As the new grass grows, it covers the ground, so if you

are prosperous, what need have you to seek for old friends ?

127- immm&MtM'&M'bttmA.
If you can make an honest livelihood, why suppress your

better nature and be a wicked man ?

128-j»@A5**Aifis^lll»t*fnI*4.
When you make a friend, you must know his heart just as

Chung Tzu-ch'i understood the meaning of the music played

by Po Ya. (When Po Ya played hills Chung Tzu-ch'i could

see a lofby mountain before his eyes and when he played water,

be could see the roaring torrent dashing down).

Do not indulge in discreditable, venturesome transactions

and calamity and disaster will not overtake you.
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Heaven will not permit one man to kill another; but

Heaven has no difficulty in killing whomever it pleases.

I have seen many families that were poor become rich

and many families that were rich become poor.

While there is life, all things are practicable ; but once

death supervenes, all is over.

Man sees the gain, not the danger, just as the fish sees

the bait and not the hook.

Mischief arises from talking too much ; annoyance, from

unnecessary interference.

If you have always bean perfectly straightforward and

free from crookedness, why should you ask whether God will

forgive you or not ?

A ferocious tiger does not sleep on the public road: a

I
dragon though now depressed will some day ascend to Heaven.
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When you are on the edge of a precipice, it is too late to

draw rein and pull up your horse : when the boat is in the

middle of the stream, it is too late to mend a leak.

Those who have property must sometimes have monetary

transactions: when you have to make repayment of a loan,

remember that you have been a borrower.

t

The cicada is aware of the autumn wind before it blows;

but he who is assassinated in secret does not know his assassin.

The green hills ever remain as witnesses of the past and

present: the green water cannot wash away the right and
wrong.

i4i-*»# ISM B ,£#!*l$JBW«*.
In the days of prosperity think of the days of adversity

:

do not wait for adversity to come and then sigh for the days

of prosperity.

Good and evil will be rewarded and punished at last : it is

only a question of sooner or later.
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The plant of immortality may lie hidden among weeds : a

basin of the finest gold may be buried in the mud.

Be advised not to do evil for from time immemorial who

has escaped the penalty of his guilt?

In the monastery on the hill the monk does not rise till the

sun is high: fame and riches are after all not equal to quiet

repose.

Let not a man of guile take an oath : for man cannot

escape the consequence of his acts.

Few men live to be over seventy, and how much has

happened and will happen of which septuagenarians know

nothing.

As the water of the Great Eiver flows onward and never

peturns, so a man when old can never renew his youth.
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In morality there are three things regarding which men
should be specially exhorted. They should beware of drinking,

abandon licentiousness, and refrain from gambling.

Garrulity and errors of speech are the result of drink.

Loyal ties are severed and relations estranged through money.

Consult only men of wisdom when seeking guidance in

your affairs. Give no ear to the go3sip of fools.

If your wife is worthy, you need have no anxiety about

your family not being rich. If sons are filial, it is not necessary

for the father to come to the front.

In the family of him whose heart is good, a son who will

succeed will be born: it is unnecessary for him whose luck is

good to depend on bis ancestral lands.

He who encroaches on another's land or swindles people

out of money will not for many years enjoy glory, honour and

riches.
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Do not say there are not before your eyes those on whom
retribution can fall, for it will inevitably overtake your children

and grandchildren.

If you meet a bosom friend, a thousand cups of wine seem

too few. If you utter words that are wide of the mark, half a

sentence is more than enough.

When your clothes are tattered, your friends will be few.

Many acquaintances will lead to much gossip.

168-gftRHHW HMA BHBAB.
Just as the grass dreads severe frost and the frost dreads

the sun, so does one wicked man dread the oppression of others

more wicked than himself.

i60-^a+3£*W^»Aai«¥a»5W.
As in the middle of the month the brightness of the moon

diminishes, so in middle age (the ferment of youth is over and)

harmony prevails.

Kind words make one feel warm even in mid-winter.

Unkind words make one feel cold even in mid-summer.
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The mountains in rain and mist amidst snow are easy to

look at but difficult to reproduce.

Shrubs and plants flourish year after year though unknown

to fame : so do not believe that a man of character will remain

poor all his life.

103-***AlT>&rffi,lfe«ail»fcttft§.
If you do not good to others, all your prayers to Buddha

will be in vain.

Let not the young laugh at the grey hairs of the old.

When a flower blooms, how long does its blossom last?

i65-jB*F*#ttftW,*F#JS*3c*#.
The more wicked and cunning a man is the poorer he will

become. Heaven never tolerates wickedness and cunning.

If wealth and honour are obtained by craftiness and cun-

ning, then the simple in this world will have to live on air.

A loyal servant of the state will not serve two rulers : a

virtuous woman will not marry two husbands.
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The heart of the mean, cunning cad is bad. The honest

and upright gentleman puts his trust in God.

169 *^^M^^»#*#fffliiJi.
For one character 1,000 taels are not too much. Who can

surpass him who can read, write and calculate ?

A dwarf if educated can be of service to the state ; but of

what use is a giant if he is all height and nothing more ?
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